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The John Hickman Project
By Don C. Kelly

What is the John Hickman Project?

THE JOHN HICKMAN PROJECT HONORS A
man known for many accomplishments, but known

best as a friend and mentor to legions of collectors of
those bits of paper and ink called "National Bank
Notes."

The John Hickman Project seeks to record the
identifying information of every surviving National
Bank Note — including serial numbers, condition, and
pedigree. National Bank Notes carry the signatures of
the bank's Cashier and President. The John Hickman
Project will build a database of names of Cashier-
President combinations during the note-issuing period
1863-1935.

Who was John Hickman?

John Thomas Hickman was born in 1927 at Macon,
Georgia, and moved to Des Moines, Iowa, where he
acted as the Iowa distributor for two Chicago companies
which manufactured bank equipment. His regular calls
on banks gave him entree to those who signed
Nationals.

His extraordinary ability as a salesman carried over
to numismatics. He tirelessly promoted the idea of col-
lecting Nationals by location, rather than by type or
Treasury signature combinations. During the Sixties
and Seventies John and his partner John Waters issued
periodic price lists of nationals, arranged by states.
These lists, loaded with classic Hickman insights and
bank lore, are still cherished by many collectors and
dealers.

John began collecting data on notes which passed
his view. The data, including serial numbers and bank
officer signatures, were preserved on cards which John
stored in a shoebox. Thus began the John Hickman
Project.

Later, John continued his promotion of Nationals
as "hometown paper money" with his partner Dean
Oakes. They issued price lists of Nationals, conducted
auctions, and collaborated to produce two editions of
The Standard Catalog of National Banknotes. The heart of
John's database was included by attaching a rarity num-
ber to the issues for each note-issuing National Bank.

John mentored many collectors, including Peter
Huntoon and Bill Higgins. Perhaps his greatest feat as a
salesman was to persuade Bill Higgins to establish the
Higgins Museum in Okoboji, Iowa. The museum hous-
es the Higgins collection, but it stands taller still as a
monument to John Hickman.

John Hickman was truly an evangelist, ever laboring

to record the survival
of notes and to
entice new collectors
to take up the quest
of Nationals. What
began as a modest
shoebox accumula-
tion of data grew to a
refined database of
more than 135,000
notes before his
death in 1995. To
date, 200,000+
National Bank Notes
have been reported,
and the end is not
yet in sight. Shortly
before John passed

away he confided that when he started the census he
expected there were between 35,000 and 50,000 surviv-
ing National Bank Notes. At that point his census num-
bered 135,000 notes! He said, "If I'd known there were
so many I'd never have started counting them." He was
kidding -- if John were alive today, he'd still be counting
them, savoring every detail of their survival.

Personal Recollections of John Hickman

I first met John Hickman in Milwaukee in the early
1970s at the Central States show.

After the show had closed for the evening, a group
of paper money collectors and dealers formed in the
lobby of the motel. I recall Vernon Oswald ("Ossie"), a
person who enjoys telling stories, having a tough time
getting a word in edgewise. Hickman took complete
command of the assembly. John presented the subject
of National Bank Notes in an authoritative and captivat-
ing style. In the years which followed we met at the St.
Louis show and sometimes at Memphis. I made him a
standing offer: I'll buy lunch if you will talk! What a
bargain I got.

John Hickman changed my view, my world, and my
life. Nationals became more than bits of paper and ink.
John turned them into histories of hometown triumphs,
tragedies, and intrigues. Because of John Hickman,
National Bank Notes became my passion. Thank you
John, for your gifts of friendship and inspiration.

Present Status of the John Hickman Project

At present the serial number database contains
more than 200,000 notes. For some states the census is
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excellent. For others the coverage is mediocre. My fig-
ure of merit for excellence is an average of 20 or more
notes per charter number. Reaching this number for all
states should be attained when the database population
reaches 250,000 notes. Sadly, several states have a
recorded average of fewer than 10 notes per charter.
Your help in improving the data base will be welcomed.

The Officers database is partially complete for the
years 1867-1935. It includes the names of the Cashier
and President of each National Bank during the note-
issuing period. Records are incomplete for 1863-1866
and are likely to remain that way for some time to come.

Five specialized segments of the full National Bank
Note database have been published, most recently in
August, 2001.

1) Lazy Twos (1500+ notes)
2) Series 1882 Value Backs (1800+ notes)
3) Series 1902 Red Seals (4000+ notes)
4) $50, $100, $500 Nationals (7000+ notes)
5) Serial Number 1 Nationals (5900+ notes)

Sixty sets of these reports were made available in
August, 2001, to supporters of the Higgins Museum.

Short Term and Long Term Goals

In the near term, data will be released for individual
states, starting with the smaller states where publication
requires no more than a few pages. This effort begins
here with the report for Porto Rico. Alaska, Hawaii, and
Utah are scheduled to follow.

Ultimately the full database of serial numbers and
officers will be made available in CD format, and quite
likely online.

John Hickman's "Quid Pro Quo" Policy

John believed firmly in sharing
information with collectors and
dealers. He realized that serious col-
lectors will respond in an enthusias-
tic fashion when they have a clear
picture of what is possible to collect.
When asked for information con-
cerning Nationals, John would
reply, "Information is gladly given
on a quid pro quo basis." In short,
"let's trade information."

Not all collectors embrace
John's sharing policy. A small minority believe that their
treasures are more valuable if their information remains
"secret." Time has a way of cleansing this mental
midget mentality from the gene pool. The one thing
that all markets fear is uncertainty. The history of
numismatics is filled with examples of how widely dis-
seminated information has spurred collector interest and
enhanced values - most recently the stimulus brought
about by the Oakes-Schwartz book.*

You can best honor John Hickman by adding to his

legacy. The following samples show the information
needed to identify a National Bank Note uniquely.
Please take a few minutes to make a listing of your
Nationals, or those you may see at a show, or local
museum, and send them to the author** so that they
may be added to the census.

Notes:
* Oakes, Dean, and Schwartz, Joh

Small- Size U.S. Paper Mon
Publications (1999).
Don C Kelly P.O. Box 85
email: don@donckelly.com

ey.

The John Hickman Project - Porto Rico
A one-bank possession with just 12 notes known to

have survived.

Charter 6484
The First National Bank of Porto Rico at San Juan.

Chartered 11/10/02. Liquidated 9/8/11

Denom Type Bank # Pos Treamly # Grade

10 02RS 84 A A416496 Fair
10 02RS 2024 C Y421069 VG-F
10 02RS 2063 Y421108 VF
10 02RS 2081 B Y421126 Fine
10 02RS 2243 B Y421288 VF
10 02RS 2249 C Y421294 VF
10 02RS 2374 C Y421419 VG
20 02RS 517 A A439231 F-VF
20 02RS 2026 A Y421071 Fine
50 02RS 429 A A59148 VG-F
100 02 RS 615 A A264407 VF-XF
10 02DB 515 E F1465413 VG

n. Standard Guide To
Iola, WI: Krause

Oxford, OH 45056

(Photo courtesy Peter Huntoon)

Officers

Year President Cashier
1903 S. O'Donnell F. M. Welty
1907 E. L. Arnold Wm. B Hamilton
1908 E. L. Arnold F. M. Welty
1909 (vacant) F. M. Welty
1910 E. L. Arnold 0. E. Schnitzspahn
1911 Andres Crosas 0. E. Schnitzspahn
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